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CLA Expands Accounting Practice to
Nashville
CLA already has a growing number of clients in the Nashville market, creating more
than $3 million of volume to date. To manage the business and CLA’s regional e�orts,
the �rm also announced a few key relocations to Nashville.

Mar. 02, 2021

CLA (CliftonLarsonAllen) has announced its expansion into Nashville. Nashville’s
expanding footprint in areas such as health care, private equity, manufacturing, and
technology creates opportunity for CLA to seamlessly bring its experience and
knowledge to one of the fastest growing markets in the country. The �rm plans to
open its �rst of�ce in downtown Nashville in the summer of 2021.

“We’re thrilled to expand our footprint and bring the CLA family to an expansive
market like Nashville,” said Jen Leary, CEO of CLA. “With its diverse economy and
business community, Nashville presents an opportunity for CLA to crosscut its deep
experience in industries such as health care and private equity to a business
community that is expanding rapidly in these areas.”
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CLA already has a growing number of clients in the Nashville market, creating more
than $3 million of volume to date. To manage the business and CLA’s regional efforts,
the �rm also announced a few key relocations to Nashville. Mike Slavik, �rmwide
expansion leader, will serve as managing principal of the Nashville of�ce, along with
Mark Wyzgowski, principal, who will lead the local private equity business. The
Nashville expansion solidi�es the �rm’s footprint across the Sunbelt region with an
established presence already in Charlotte, Atlanta, and Raleigh.

“Nashville’s rapid economic growth, entrepreneurial spirit, and strong talent pool is
exactly why we are so excited for our latest green�eld expansion,” said Mike Slavik,
CLA �rmwide expansion leader. “This is a tremendous opportunity to deliver
seamless client experiences and bring our �rm promise to the marketplace, while
�nding ways to make a community impact.”

In addition to its business expansion plans, CLA will be working closely with
community organizations in the area to support Nashville’s continued growth and
business innovation.

For more information, visit CLAconnect.com.
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